
Scalable infrastructure 
refresh for colleges
Our customer, a private New England college was 
experiencing management overload with multiple brands  
of servers, storage and software. 

The IT team recognized the need to simplify their complex,  
aging infrastructure and turned to Lenovo and Pivot3 to 
implement a scalable, modern solution.

HYPERCONVERGED INFRASTRUCTURE – LENOVO™ AND PIVOT3

A LESSON IN SCALABLE  
FUTURE-FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY

For the college’s IT team, the concept of hyperconverged infrastructure 
(HCI) was appealing. They needed fewer vendors to work with, one 
interface to manage the infrastructure, floorspace optimization, and 
the ability to easily scale the infrastructure for their virtualized server 
and desktop environments. The college turned to long-time partner 
Strategic Integrators to help them reshape their infrastructure. 

Strategic Integrators designed a compelling solution that combined 
Lenovo servers with Pivot3’s HCI software platform. The combined 
solution from Lenovo and Pivot 3 delivers a highly efficient, 
hyperconverged offering that provides customers with maximum 
storage efficiency, fault tolerance and higher compute performance,  
all orchestrated through a single management interface.

A SOLUTION WITH  ALL THE ANSWERS

After a nine-month sales cycle and the institution’s evaluation of 
a variety of vendors, the college selected the combined Lenovo-
Pivot3 solution. Lenovo offered a competitive price point for the 
server platforms, helping the IT team meet their budget goals. They 
purchased eight Pivot3 hybrid HCI appliances for a total of 384TBs of 
storage. The solution from Lenovo and Pivot3 was installed to support 
all the college’s on-prem applications and data stores with software-
defined, virtualized infrastructure which extended to all student data 
and the VDI deployment for college labs, faculty, and some students.

SECTOR 

Education 

KEY CHALLENGES  

• Multiple server and storage solutions 
created complex and costly 
management of legacy  
IT infrastructure

• Poor support experience due to 
multiple vendor solutions

• Limited floorspace in server room 
prevented scale-out

SOLUTION 

Lenovo and Pivot3 HCI Solution  
for data center applications



BUSINESS BENEFITS

• Reduced complexity of traditionally siloed and disparate  
IT environment

• Consolidated server, storage and associated software onto  
a single platform

• Tight integration with VMware for single-UI administration

• Linear scalability to keep pace with changing IT needs and growth in student data

• Improved density to fit in limited floorspace and allow for future growth

HYPERCONVERGED INFRASTRUCTURE – LENOVO™ AND PIVOT3

READY TO GROW, EVOLVE AND GET SMARTER 

The team at the college was impressed with Pivot3’s 
superior architecture, including their patented erasure 
coding technology. By providing greater density, better 
performance and better resilience, erasure coding allowed 
the college to significantly optimize the use of floorspace 
with a modern, high performance hyperconverged solution. 
The HCI solution will scale compute and storage, or just 
storage, linearly as the college grows, with minimal impact 
to footprint requirements in the data center.

Tight integration with VMware allows the IT team 
to manage the solution from vCenter, adding to the 
administrative gains associated with consolidating the 

infrastructure onto a single HCI platform. In addition, 
Pivot3’s pre-sales engineering team worked closely 
with the institution’s IT team to lay out a solution that 
the college recognized as purpose-built to optimize the 
physical constraints of their environment.

The hyperconverged solution from Pivot3 and Lenovo at 
the college has ample headroom to support additional 
workloads. For example, the college has the option to 
move their video surveillance to the Pivot infrastructure 
in the future, which provides the highest levels of 
performance, resiliency and availability for demanding 
video surveillance workloads.
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SOLUTION SUMMARY

Working together, Lenovo and Pivot3 were able to offer the customer an industry-leading, software-defined 
infrastructure to support the current workloads plus room to scale to accommodate future growth. The solution 

could prove to be a blueprint for infrastructure refreshes at colleges and universities throughout the region.  
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